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AUSTRALIA
(S drobnými úpravami lze použít pro jakékoli téma týkající se anglicky mluvících zemí.)

whom

  Popsané souvislosti (bod 2 návodu):

A: One of the most interesting cities in Australia is Sydney.

B: The original inhabitants of Australia are called Aborigines. 

C:  The climate in the north is actually warmer than the climate in the south.

D:  I heard that Australians love to spend their free time with their families having 
barbeque in their backyards.

E: etc.

  Krátká verze osnovy (bod 3 návodu):

1) History
2) Geography
3) Climate
4) Interesting places
5) Culture

  Zásobník slovíček (bod 9 návodu)

inhabitant
inland
surface
discover

entertainment
humid
didgeridoo

  Podrobná osnova ( bod 7 návodu)

1) INTRODUCTION: Australia is not only a country. It’s also the smallest continent…

2) What do I know about the Australian history?
 The original inhabitants of Australia are called Aborigines…
 Australia was discovered by…
 [inhabitants, discover] (bod 7c návodu)

3) What are the important parts of Australia’s landscape?
 The landscape is 1/3 desert…
 [inland, capital]

4) What is the climate like?
 The climate in the north is actually warmer than the climate in the south…
 [humid, temperature]

5) What interesting animals live in Australia?
 I have seen some documentaries about kangaroos and koala bears, so I know that…
 [tail, paws]

6) What do the people in Australia usually eat and drink?
 I know that Australians love drinking beer…

7) What do Australians like to do in their free time?
 Since there are a lot of beautiful beaches, surfing is one of the most popular sports…
  I heard that Australians love to spend their free time with their families doing barbeque 

in their backyards…
 [lifeguards]

8) Which famous people come from Australia?
  The most popular and famous Australian actress is probably Nicole Kidman. She excelled, 

for example, in a movie called The Hours…

9) Where would I like to go if I visited Australia?
 If I went there, I would definitely want to visit Sydney because…
 [entertainment]

10) Why do so many young Czech people visit Australia? 
  I think Australia is so popular among Czech university students because they can study 

and work there… 

11)  WRAP-UP (závěr): Even though Australia is the smallest continent, it offers a lot of 
opportunities to…


